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Almtract - -Thk  paper is concerned with computational algorithm* for constructing design models 
for LQR control of a Mindlin plate. The equations are presented in an abstract seccmd order form. 
General approximation schemes in the context of an LQR state space formulation are d i~.  
Numerical results are presented to demonstrate he convergcmce of the optimal ~alnn. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT 
In this paper we consider modeling and control of a Mindlin plate. In [1], Burns, Cliff et al. 
considered a similar problem using the Kirchhoff plate model. The Mindlin plate is an extension 
of the classical Kirchhoff plate in which the effects of transverse shear and rotary inertia are taken 
into account. 
In [I], Burns, Cliff et al. applied Cubic B-splines to construct control aws for both Euler- 
Bernoulli and Timoshenko beams. Although Cubic B-splines worked well for the Euler-Bernoulli 
beam, it did not produce satisfactory convergence when applied to the Timoshenko beam. In [2] 
we investigated the use of two finite element schemes to construct control aws for a Timoshenko 
beam. It was noted that Cubic B-splines fail to produce convergent functional gains for a wide 
range of beam parameters. In particular, when the parameters are such that the beam behaves 
like an Euler-Bernoulli model, the functional gains diverge. It was necessary to use a conforming 
finite element scheme (T2CL6, see [2]) to obtain convergent functional gains. In this paper, we 
investigate the use of Cubic B-splines to model a Mindlin plate and study the convergence of the 
control problem for different plate parameters. 
Consider a rectangular plate with uniform thickness h. The (z, y) plane is taken to be the 
(undeflected) middle plane of the plate. Let v(t, z, y) denote the transverse displacement of the 
plate, ~b(t, z, y), and ~(t, z, y) the rotations of the cross section in z and y directions, respectively. 
We consider the Mindlin plate model governed by the linear system 
phvtt - K2Gh(v== + vuu + ~= - ~y) = u(t)~(z, y), (1.1) 
ph s Gh s 
l ( l+v)D~zy  k2Gh(% 4) 0, (1.2) 12 t~tt" - "~'~ffi - Dtbyy + - - = 
ph s 
~tt -- D~z GhS " 2 12 - "T2 -~ ' '  ÷ (1 + v)D¢, ,  + k2Gh(v,  + ~b) - 0, (1.3) 
Eas is the flexural rigidity, G is the shear modulus of elasticity, ~ is the Poisson's where D - 
ratio and u is the applied control with ~r(z,y) a distribution. Subscripts t ,z and y represent 
differentiations with respect to time and spatial variables z and y. Let t~ -- (0, 1) × (0,1) denote 
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the surface of the plate and af~ denote the boundary of the plate. Then (1.1)-(1.3) must hold 
for all t > 0 and (z,y) • fl with the clamped boundary conditions requiring that 
v(~, z,  y) = ,¢,(~, =,, ~) = ,/,(,~, ~, y) = o, v (~, y) • am. 
We shall use the basic framework given by Gibson [3]. If we define to to be the vector 
/ ,,(,~,,, ~) '~ 
to = I ~('~,', ~) / ,  
k '/'(~, ", ~) / 
then equations (1.1)-(1.3) can be put in a standard second order form 
,~(0 +*4oto(O = eo,,(O. (1.4) 
The vector to belong to the real Hi]bert space H = ].~(f~) x L~(~) x L2(fl), u(t) E R 1, B0 : R I ~ H 
is given by BoU -- [p--~ 0 O]Tu and *40 : D(*40) ,-*His defined by 
P 
."tO'4 ..~ II -- P ~h ~ ---~zzG _ P ~h ~ "~ p~hl2k:G 1(1 _[. pl) p . .~ h ~ , (1.5) 
/ 12J:~a ~ ½(1 + z, ~12n~ 12n~ a 12k'a 
L %-~-v ,  ;Tp" - ' -u  - p-mJ"-':,,- - TO~y + 
where the domain of *40 is given by, D(*40) : 
{to ~ H/to~, w~,,,~ e 'w~'~(~) n Wo'(~)}. (1.6) 
Here, 0= and ay denote differentiation with respect to z and y, respectively. The Hi]bert space H 
is equipped with the inner product 
1 1 ph.q 1 1 
"'/o'/o' + -iT ,~(~, y),~(~, ) e, ey. (ix) 
It is easy to show that the operator .,40 is self-~oint and H-c~rcive [see 4, II.9.], i.e., there 
exists a p)0 such that 
(*40to, to)x __ p[[to[[~, to • D(*40). 
It follows that [5, p. 187] the eigenvalues of*40 are countable, isolated with finite multiplicities, 
and have no finite limit points. In addition, the eigenvectors {~bk} of*4o are orthogonal nd form 
a basis for H. In this case, one can define an operator .40 ~/2, the square root of *40, using the 
eigenvalues {~}, and the eigenvectors {~} of .40 by 
CO 
*4~J'to = ~,,,,,(~,,,, toW,,,. 
k=l  
It follows from this definition that .4~/2 is self-adjoint and non-negative. The domain, D(*4011~) 
is an inner product space with inner product (., .)v defined by 
,--1/2 --1/2 
(v l ,v2)v = ~.'io vl,. ' lo v21x. 
The completion of D(.41o 12) with this inner product is a Hi]bert space, which we denote by V. 
Moreover, it follows that 
VCH=H'cV  e, 
where the injections from V into H and from H into V l are continuous with dense ranges (see [3]). 
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With the strain energy space V defined as above, the total energy space E is defined to be the 
Hilbert space E = V × H with the energy inner product 
((1)1, hi), (v2, h2))¢ - (vl, v2)v -I- (hi, h2)ll. 
If w(t) is the solution of (1.4), then IIw(0, w(0ll 2 is twice the total energy (Kinetic and Potential) 
in the system. In this paper, we introduce s damping operator :Do which is proportional to the 
mass operator. System (1.4) can be written in first order 'state space' form on E by defining 
f U)(~) 
% 
z(0  = ) ~, ~(t) _ and noting that (formally) 
(Wo) (1.8) ~(t) = .4z(t) + eu(t), ~(o) = wo ' 
where .A is given by 
o ) o(A)=O(Ao)xV, Z 
\ 
.4= -.,40 -~)o ' (1.9) 
and (o) 
B = Bo ' ~0 = ~"  (1.10) 
The operator ,4 is a maximal dissipative operator with dense domain [3, Lemma 2.2.1], and 
well-posedness of (1.8) follows from [3, Theorem 1.2.1]. 
2. THE LINEAR REGULATOR PROBLEM 
In addition to the state equation (1.8), we assume that the 'output' is given by 
y(t) = Cz(t), (2.1) 
where C : E ~ Y is a bounded linear operator from E to the Hilbert space Y. Let Q : E ~ E be 
defined by Q = C*C and note that Q = Q* ~ 0. 
We consider the standard LQR problem on E: Find u E ].2(0, +or) to minimize 
~0 °° 
J(z(O), u) = ((y(t), y(t))y + ~lu(t) l  2) dr, (2.2) 
where ~)0. Observe that since Q = C'C, (2.2) can also be written as 
J(z(O), u) = ((Qz(t), z(t))E + 7~lu(t)l 2) dr. (2.2') 
Mild solutions to (1.8) are given by the variation of parameters formula 
~0 tz(t) = T(t)z(O) + T(t - y)Bu (7) dy, t >_ 0, (2.3) 
where T(t) is the C0-semigroup generated by ,4. A function u E L2(O, eo;R 1) is said to be an 
aAmissable control for z0 if J(z0, u) is finite, i.e., if the state z(t) defined by (2.3) corresponding 
to the control u(t) and the initial condition z(0) = z0 is in ]I.2(0, vo; Z). It is known (See [3]), that 
if the system (1.8) is exponentially stabilizable and exponentially detectable, then there exist s 
unique control Uopt E L2(0, c¢; ]R 1) such that 
J(g, Uopt) --~ min J(z, u). 
,EL2(0,oo;U) 
Moreover, this control can be written in a feedback form 
.opt = -R -1B '~z(0 ,  (2.4) 
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where 11 E L(E) is the nonnegative self-adjoint solution of the algebarie Riccati equation 
A'11 + 11.,4 - 11B R-  I B '11  + (2 = O. (2.5) 
Since 11 E L(E) and E = V x H, it follows that H has the representation 
r j. 11,] 
11=L111 n= ' 
where 11o E L(V), 111 E L(H, V), 112 E L(H) and 11o and 112 are nonnegative and self-adjoint. 
Using the fact that z = (w, tb) T, equation (2.4) can be written as. 
u(t) = -R-1B;[11~ w(t) + 112d'(t)]. (2.6) 
Ir ~¢1 Let b E H be defined by b = [ ~ 0 0 ]T and note that Bou = bu. Moreover, it follows that 
B~ : H --+ ]~1 is defined by 
B~0h - (b, h)H. (2.7) 
Observe that II~w(t) and ll2tb(t) are elements of 1~, and in view of (2.6) and (2.7), it follows 
that the optimal control has the form 
,,(t) = - (L  w(t))v - (g, w(t))H, (2.8) 
where f E V and g E H are given by 
/ = ~-1111b, g = ~-111~b. 
3. F INITE DIMENSIONAL APPROXIMATIONS 
We now consider a general approxin~tion scheme. This scheme falls within the framework 
given by Gibson in [3]. For each N = 1,2,. . . .  , let V N he a finite-dimensional subspace of V 
with dimensions N and :PVN be the orthogonal projection of V onto V N. We assume that the 
sequence of orthogonal projections ~vN converges V-strongly to the identity. Since V N is finite 
dimensional it is the span of N linearly independent vectors e N, i - 1, 2, . . . ,  N. 
If one assumes a general Galerkin approximation of the form 
N 
wN(t) = ~ i (0eT ,  (3.1) 
One way of representing (3.2) in a first order form would be to use the states 17 = 
equation (3.2) becomes 
¢1 = ANti + BNu, 
then 
(3.4) 
j=l  
then ~(t) = [~1(t),~2(t), ... ,~N(t)] T will satisfy a system of the form 
MN~t) "1" DN~(t) "1" KN~(t) = .Bgu(t), (3.2) 
where the mass matrix M N, damping matrix D N, stiffness matrix K N, and actuator influence 
matrix B0 N are given by 
M,,- = 
og = 
(3.3) K~ 1/2 N J./"~ N = [(.ao e, ,.ao ,,~ )~1 - [(,,{,e~')v] = [( .aoe{,, ,{)~l,  
Bo,~ = [(,,", b~)~d. 
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where 
0 I 0 
AN=[_ [MN] - IKN - - [MN] - IDN ] ' BN=[- [MN] - IB~]"  
It is useful to note that (3.2),(3.4) are matrix representation f the following ODE in E N = 
V N x ~l N, 
in(t) = .An zN (O + Bn u(t), (3.5) 
where z N = (wN,~bN) T 6 E N, and .AN 6 L(EN),B N = L(]~*, EN) are the operators whose 
matrix representations are given by (3.4). 
The 'projected' LQK problem is now defined on gN by: Find u N 6 L2(0, oo, R m) to minimize 
f JN(zN(0), u N) = ((QNzN(t), zN(t))Z~, + (Ru(0, u(t)).) dr, (3.6) 
subject o 
in(t) = .AN zN (O + BNu N 
yN (t ) -- CN z(t), 
given an initial condition zN(O) = (t0N(0), wN(0))T E ]gN, where 
QN = CN'CN = ~z"QIz~'. 
To assure existence of an admissible sub-optimal control, it is sufficient to assume that for each 
N, (.A n, B N, C N) is stabilizable and detectable, then the optimal control u N (t) has the feedback 
form 
uN (t) = --R-1BN* IIN zN (t), (3.7) 
where ]-/N is a linear positive definite self-adjoint operator on ]gN, and satisfies the Riccati 
equation 
.AN, i-fN + I-fN .AN __ FfN sN R-1BN* FfN ..[. ~N = 0. (3.8) 
If (.An, QN) is observable, then ]-I n is the unique positive definite self-adjoint solution of (3.8). 
We partit ion//N as 
= r~" r~f '  
then (3.7) can be written as 
,,N(t ) = _(fN,,.N(O)V _ (/~,,~N(t))., (3.10) 
with 
/N = R-1/if7>vNb, gN = R-lg2NT,HNb. 
For the numerical solution of the projected problem, the matrix representations of these equa- 
tions are used. We will need the matrix 
Following the steps in [2] and denoting the matrix representation f TIN by II N and QN by {~r, 
the Riccati operator equation is equivalent to Riccati matrix equation 
[wN]_I[AN]TwNIIN q. HN A N _ IIN BN R-I[BN]TwNIIN + QN = O. 
Premultiplying by W N, and letting l~I N = wNII N, we obtain 
[AN]TII N -[- IIN A N - IIN BN R-I[BN]TII N "4- ~N = O, (3.12) 
which is the Riccati matrix equation to be solved numerically. 
2.5:7-6 
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Since the gains are elements of V N and H N they can be written as 
N N 
fN= E~/el / ,  gJV = E~]eT,  (3.13) 
j= l  j= l  
where ~! = L81 ] , /~ , . . . , /~]T  and ~g = LS~,/~,...,/~v]T. The equations relating/~! and ~g to 
f in are given by (see [3]), 
( ~l ) _ [W,V]_, fIN B,V R_I" (3.14) 
The goal is to compute the optimal gains. The complete solution to the projected LQR control 
problem is then, to solve the Pdccati matrix equation (3.12) for ~v ,  then the optimal control is 
given by (3.10), with the gains given by (3.13) and (3.14). 
4. SPECIF IC APPROXIMATIONS 
In this section, we use the above general approximation framework to generate finite dimen- 
sional approximation to the optimal control problem for the Mindlin plate. Because the geometry 
of the boundary is rectangular, it is convenient to express each shape function as a product of 
one-space variable functions. Specifically, we write 
w(t, y) = 
i,j 
The boundary conditions require that each qi and its first derivative vanish at the edges. To 
construct a suitable set of qj, we use cubic B-splines which form an (n + 3) parameter family of 
C 1 functions, where n is the grid parameter. The fundamental spline is supported on the interval 
[-2h, 2hi and in terms of a nondimensional local variable ~ which varies from 0 -+ 1 across each 
subinterval is given by 
{ ~3, with ~=2+~,  -3~a+3~2+3~+1,  with ~-1+~, B(~) = 3~3 - 6~ ~ + 4, with ~ = ~, 
_~a+3~2_3~+1,  with ~=~-1 .  
Since there are four boundary conditions, it is reasonable that we end up with an (n -  1) parameter 
family of qi. Specifically, we have 
q: =B0 - 2B-x - 2B+1, 
qi(z) =Be(z), i = 2, n - 2, (4.1) 
q. - t  =B.  - 2Bn- i  - 2B.+1. 
For the purpose of displaying the basis vectors, it is preferable to enumerate the approximating 
functions by a single index (say b). Hence, we define 
~t(z,y) = qi(z)qj(y), k = (j - 1)(Nz - I) + i, Nz = n - I. (4.2) 
There are N = N= 2 independent basis functions if one chooses the same number of intervals in x 
and y. Recall that 
,,,= =/¢,(t,x,y)/, 
\ ,,,, / 
with w E H = L~(f~) x ~(~)  x L2(f~). If one employs a Ritz-Galerkin approximation, then the 
vector w(t) may be approximated by 
3N 
,,:'(t) = y), 
j=l 
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where the basis functions are chosen as 
(o) 
eN( , ,y )  = o-~(x,u) , 
0 (o) 
0 ~{O',y) = ,,~(x,u) 
for I < i < N, 
for N + I < i < 2N, k = i N, 
where 
/o'/o I(u,/ ,)z,  = ur, dx dy. 
Using the above expression, the symmetric mass matrix has the form 
"phM~ 
M N - 
where M N is equal to (¢i(z, y), ~rj(z, y))z,. 
The stiffness matrix is given by 
0 : ]  
Then K N has the form 
[KN]0 = [(e~, e~Y)v] = [(Aoe~,e~)x]. 
Also, after expanding the inner-products and simplifying, it follows that 
[rN]ij -- k2Gh[(a=,, a=i)L , + (au,, a,i)l, ~ + (/~,,, aj)l,= - (3',~,, aj)l,, 
Gh a 
- ( ,~y, ,~)~,  + (v,, v i )~]  + -]T[(O,, , ,  ~,,~)~, + (v,,,'r,~)L,] 
+ D[(/~,,,/~,j)~, + (/~,,,/~=i)~] - 2(1 + v)D[(%,,/~tj)~ + (0=,,%i)~]. 
r H-~ K2N1 r~ K~|, 
rgJ 
[MN]# = [ (eN,e?)~, i , j  = 1,3N, 
ph s . . . .  . ph  s,,. 
= ph[(ai, aj)~] + -~-[(fl,,flj}z,] + -~"ilTs, Tj}~,,], 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
where ok(z,y) is given by (4.1) and (4.2). Since eN(z,y) E V N, it has three components. For 
simplicity, we use ~(z, y), fi(z, y), ~(z, y) to denote them. 
Once the basis elements are chosen, we can construct he system matrices, given by (3.3), 
(3.11). The mass matrix is given by 
2N+I</<3N,  k=i -2N,  
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where for i, j = 1, N, 
N [Kll]q = K~Gh[(az,, az,)~ + (o',,, ~u,)~], 
[K~]q = k~Gh[(~.,, aj)]h], 
Gh a [K~]q = k'Gh[(a,, aj)]r.,] + -~-[(o'z,, o'.,)~] + D[(o',,, o',,)]r.,], 
[K23]q = - (1 + u)D[(~,.,,eu~)r.l, 
[K~lq  = -k 'ah[( ,T . ,  , ei )z.], 
[Kglq = -~(1  + z.)D[(~..,, ev,)L.l, 
N Gh8 [K:~3],./ = k2Gh[(~,, o'j)z,] + -~-[(o',,, o%)~1 + D[(.,~,, o'z,)r2]. 
Taking Q = I in the performance index (2.1') corresponds to the state weighting term 
(O.z, z)z being equal to twice the total energy in the structure. The Grammian matrix W ~v 
is the matrix representation f Q. 
Once the system matrices are generated, the matrix Riccati equation (3.12) is solved for lI N. 
We are using Potter's method. According to (2.8) the optimal control has the feedback form 
, , (0  = - ( . f ,  w(O)v  - (g, w(t ) )x ,  (4.7) 
where w(t) has the form (1.4), and 
f ---- (fl(Z, y), f2(z, y), f3(z, y))T E V, 
g = (g~(x, y), g2(x, y), g3(~, y))T e H, (4.8) 
with f and 9 given by (3.13) and (3.14). Then the feedback control aw is given by 
u(t) = (.,4of, w)l[ + (g, w)R. 
The goal is to compute fl - f3 and 91 - g3 which are called raw 'functional gains.' 
5. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
In this section, we present numerical results for LQR control of a Mindlin plate. The procedure 
is to use equations (1.7), (3.3) and (3.4) to generate system matrices and then solve the algebraic 
Riccati equation (3.12) for ~N. Then the suboptimal control has a feedback form given by (4.7). 
We use a CI(F~) function for lr(x, y) given by 
which is symmetric with respect the half plane in both z and y direction. We choose a plate with 
physical properties given by 
K9 ph=l  m2, v=0.3, h=.01m, 
g 5 E=1092 m2, k=~, ~=.05. 
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1 
Figure 1. h vs(x,y), N--6. Figure 2. fl vs(x~,), N--8. 
o 
Figure 3. fl vs(x,y), N=I0. Fi~,u'e 4. fl vs(x,y), N~11. 
Figure 5. f2 vs(x,y), N--6. Figure 6. f2 vs(x,y), N--8. 
Figure 7. f2 vs(x,y), N--10. Figure 8. f2 vs(x,y), N.~11. 
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O 
Figure 9. f3 vs(x,y), N=6. Figure 10. f3 vs(x,y), N=8. 
! 
O O 
Figure 11. h vs(x,y), N=10. Figure 12. h vs(x,y), N=11. 
9o.0  ~ ' ~ "  
Figure 13. gl vs(x,y), N-6.  Figure 14. gl vs(x,y), N--8. 
Figure 15. gl vs(x,y), N----10. Figure 16. gl vs(x,y), N----11. 
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Figure 17. g2 vs(x,y), N=6. Figure 18. g~ vs(x,y), N-~8. 
Figure 19. g2 vs(x,y), N=10. Figure 20. g2 vs(x,y), N--11. 
Figure 21. g3 vs(x,y), N--6. Figure 22. ff~ vs(x,y), N=8. 
Figure 23. ga vs(x,y), N--10. Figure 24. gs vs(x,y), N--11. 
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Figure 25. fl vs(x,y), N--6. Figure26. ~ vs(x,y),N=8. 
Figure 27. fl vs(x,y), N--IO. Figure 28. fl vs(x,y), N=11. 
Figure 29. f2 vs(x,y), Nffi6. Figure 30. f2 vs(x,y), N=8. 
Figure 31. f2 vs(x,y), N--10. Figure 32. f2 vs(x,y), N--11. 
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Figure 33. f3 vs(x,y), N--6. Figure 34. fz vs(x,y), N--8. 
Figure 35. f3 vs(x,y), N=10. Figure 36. f3 vs(x,y), N-- l l .  
Figure 37. gl vs(x,y), N=6. Figure 38. gl vs(x,y), N=8. 
Figure 39. gl vs(x,y), N:10. Figure 40. gl vs(x,y), N=11. 
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Figure 41. g2 vs(x,y), N=6. Figure 42. ~ vs(x,y), N=8. 
Figure 43. g3 vs(x,y), N=10. Figure 44. g2 vs(x,y), N=11. 
o ~ v . -  
Figure 45. g3 vs(x,y), N=6. Figure 46. g3 vs(x,y), N=S. 
Figure 47. g3 vs(x,y), N=10. Figure 48. g3 vs(x,y), N=11. 
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Figure 49. fl vs(x,y), N--6. Figure 50. fl vs(x,y), N=8. 
D 
o. .  
Figure 51. h vs(x,y), N--IO. Figure 52. fl vs(x,y), N-~ll. 
¢~.% 
Figure 53. f2 vs(x,y), N=6. Figure 54. f2 vs(x,y), N=8. 
! ! 
Figure 55. f2 vs(x,y), N--IO. Figure 56. f2 vs(x,y), N----11. 
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Figure 57. f3 vs(x,y), N--6. Figure 58. f3 vs(x,y), N=8. 
Figure 59. f3 vs(x,y), N=10. Figure 60. h vs(x,y), Nml l .  
Figure 61. g, vs(x,y), N=6. Figure 62. gl vs(x,y), N--8. 
Figure 63. gl vs(x,y), N----10. Figure 64. gx vs(x,y), N- - l l .  
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• ° o  . . 
Figure 65. g2 vs(x,y), N=6. Figure 66. g2 vs(x,y), N=8. 
~ ~ i ~~ ~ .. 
Figure67. g~ vs(x,y), N--10. Figure68. g2 vs(x,y), N--11. 
Figure 69. g3 vs(x,y), N=6. Figure 70. K3 vs(x,y),N=8. 
Figure 71. g3 vs(x,y), N--IO. Figure 72. g3 vs(x,y), N=11. 
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Table 1. Prequendes of vibrations. 
N- -6  N- -8  N- -10  N- - I I  
0.346391 0.34464 0.344362 0.34431 
0.751292 0.71376 0.798162 0.70737 
0.751330 0.71379 0.708185 0.70740 
1.070460 1.02122 1.014200 1.01319 
1.765422 1.36552 1.300939 1.29193 
1.770937 1.37114 1.306294 1.29723 
1.978408 1.619,33 1.564948 1.55753 
1.978868 1.61954 1.565095 1.55766 
2.645607 2.13102 2.055354 2.94527 
4.845281 2.58117 2.184446 2.12595 
4.845820 2.58140 2.184601 2.12609 
4.949041 2.76940 2.406379 2.35461 
4.955588 2.77932 2.415884 2.36379 
5.289818 3.17165 2.838493 2.79273 
5.293147 3.17273 2.839054 2.79319 
7.033951 4.02138 3.538670 3.31962 
13.79057 5.25915 3.576081 3.32195 
13.79239 5.26124 3.578476 3.47323 
13.83069 5.38825 3.766672 3.52534 
13.83670 5.39030 3.767745 3.52621 
Table 2. Open and dosed loop eigenvalues. 
Open-Real Open-lmag. Close-Real Close- Imag. 
--0.02500 0.3443164328 --0.42428783.34 0.2865920151 
--0.02500 0.7073788217 --0.0250000000 0.7073788197 
--0.02500 0.7074010882 --0.0250000000 0.7074010882 
--0.02500 1.0131946600 --0.0250000000 1.0131946609 
--0.02500 1.2919359227 --0.2392453320 1.2845910562 
--0.02500 1.2972397926 -0.0250000237 1.2919361403 
--0.02500 1.5575323205 --0.0250000000 1.5575323205 
--0.02500 1.5576694825 -0.025(XXXXX~ 1.5576694825 
--0.02500 2.0452764294 --0.0423903115 2.0450672750 
-0 .02500 2.1259590612 --0.0250000000 2.1259590612 
--0.02500 2.1260982658 -0.0250000000 2.1260982658 
--0.02500 2.3546128243 --0.0250000000 2.3546128243 
--0.02500 2.3637949542 --0.0250000000 2.3637949542 
--0.02500 2.7927333077 -0.0250000000 2.7927333077 
-0 .02500 2.7931990794 --0.0250000000 2.7931990794 
--0.02500 3.3156216998 --0.0250003609 3.3196288945 
--0.02500 3.3219539587 -0.1797882959 3.3213459894 
--0.02500 3.4732362438 --0.0250000000 3.4732362462 
--0.02500 3.5253440134 --0.0250000000 3.5253440158 
--0.02500 3,5262199601 -0.0250000000 3.5262199622 
Table 1 shows the frquencies of vibration for the plate given by the above data. It is noted that 
the frequencies converge as N is increased. Also, as one would expect the frequencies appear in 
pairs. Table 2 shows the open and closed loop eigenvalues for the above data. It is noted that 
the control is acting on some of the modes while it cannot control the modes that are orthogonal 
to the input distribution ~r(z, y). Figures 1-24 show the convergence of the functional gains. All 
the gains appear to be symmetric with respect to the half planes, which is expected because the 
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problem is symmetric. Figures 25-48 and 59-72 show the convergence of the functional gains for 
the same data, except for E which is increased by a factor of 100 and 10000, respectively. As 
E is increased the plate behaves more llke a Kirchhoff plate and it is noted that cubic B-splines 
can produce convergent gains. This is a bit unexpected because, it was noted that (see [2]) 
cubic B-splines failed to produce convergent gains for different values of E, when applied to a 
Timoshenko beam. We do not understand the reason for this. The results indicate that Cubic 
B-splines can produce convergent functional gains for a wide ranger of the parameter E. 
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